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In [3], Proposition 1.3 is false (and, consequently, there exists a limit theory of 
a small type such that its category of models is not semi-initially complete). 
Example. Under the set axiom (M) of the non-existence of a proper class of measur- 
able cardinals, [1] yields reflective subcategories "~1 ~ e'~2 ~-- "'" ~i--~ "", i t  Ord of 
the category of graphs with the non-reflective intersection ~0 (~/= {ars: r,s<_i} z 
in the terminology of [1]). Since the graph-  ~.  belongs to ~,  ,~ has a small finally- 
dense subcategory and does not have a smallest semi-initial completion. 
The completion S(~/) is the orthogonal hull of ~ in the MacNeille completion 
of d (axioms of the theory S~, correspond to morphisms orthogonal to ~¢ in the 
sense of [2]). Hence [4, 6.5] gives the following correction of Proposition 1.3: 
Proposition. Any small concrete category has a smallest semi-initial completion. 
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